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Sheet Vinyl Flooring
Installation and Maintenance
Your new Sheet Vinyl floor is made to bring long lasting performance and great looks. Correct
installation and maintenance will ensure that your floor brings your home lasting good looks and
long life.
Tools needed:
o
o
o
o
o
o

A sharp safety knife and spare blades
Non permanent marker pen
Tape measure
Long metal ruler or straight-edge
Adhesive trowel
Acrylic adhesive or double-sided tape
(forloose lay up to 12m2)
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flooring and repeat every 15-20cm along the edge
of the flooring.
Once this has been done, pull the material back,
place a straight edge along the line of cuts and
trim neatly.

Seams should be stuck using an acrylic adhesive,
or double-sided anti-plasticiser tape. Which ever
method is applied must be in accordance with
the manufacturer’s instructions. It is essential that
the area being stuck is free from dirt and loose
particles. Run a cloth or roller along the seam to
flatten the flooring and remove excess adhesive
with a damp cloth or white spirit.

and appliances always lift and carry the items, or
use a towel or turn a piece of carpet upside down,
place underneath the item and slide.

HINTS AND TIPS
The finished floor is only as good as what’s
underneath, so follow these tips on subfloor
preparation for an excellent end result:
The subfloor should be dry, level and swept
clean of small objects.
Timber boards – ply or hardboard with
barbed or rim edge nails every 15cm. Lay
hardboard rough side up
Bitumen or dark asphalt – Screed over to
cap the subfloor
Old dark thermoplastic (or PVC) floor tiles –
as above to avoid the tiles staining through
into the vinyl. A layer of paper underneath
can also be used.
On occasion, mistakes may occur in fitting
the material particularly around edges
where the cut has not been as straight as it
should have been. To avoid an unsightly
finish, place wood mouldings around the
edge of skirtings.
It is a good idea to remove doors while
fitting your cushion flooring as it will make
manoeuvrability easier. If the level of the
floor has been changed through adding
hardboard or similar then it may be
necessary to trim the bottom of the door to
avoid scuffing the floor.

Easy to keen clean and hygienic, your new cushion flooring has to withstand a lot of traffic, wear and dirt so regular maintenance is necessary
to keep it looking its best for longer. Cleaning when the floor looks dirty or once a week should maintain your floor adequately although there
are no hard and fast rules for when to clean your floor as it depends on the room usage and the amount of traffic it receives.
Use a soft brush to remove as much dirt as possible. Clean with Xtrafloor cleaner/maintainer or disinfectant.
Always read the cautionary information on all cleaners prior to use.
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